New Canon XEED WUX400ST, WX450ST LCOS-model short-throw
projectors support lens shift

XEED WUX400ST

XEED WX450ST

Phnom Penh, 10 June 2014 — Canon announced today the launch of two new Power Projector-series
installation LCOS projectors: the XEED WUX400ST and WX450ST. In addition to delivering
exceptional brightness and high-resolution performance, the new multimedia projectors incorporate a
short-throw shiftable lens that makes possible effortless installation in a variety of medium-range
usage environments, including classrooms, lecture halls and exhibition venues.
Featuring a Canon proprietary short-throw shiftable lens, the new WUX400ST and WX450ST are
capable of projecting a wide vertical range of approximately 75 percent and 77 percent, respectively,
as well as a horizontal range of approximately 10 percent. The projectors’ lens-shift capabilities
enable usage across a variety of installation set-ups, such as placing the projector under the table in a
meeting room to not only free up space on the table, but also prevent the projector’s air exhaust from
bothering meeting attendees.
The new Canon WUX400ST and WX450ST feature throw ratios of just 0.56:1 and 0.57:1,
respectively, and are capable of projecting an approximately 100-inch image from a distance as short
as 1.2 meters (WUX400ST) and 1.23 meters (WX450ST) from the screen with no image distortion.
Achieving both high resolution and brightness, the Canon WUX400ST supports WUXGA (1,920 x
1,200 pixels) resolution with a brightness of 4,000 lumens (lm) while the WX450ST delivers
WXGA+ (1,440 x 900 pixels) resolution with a brightness of 4,500 lm. Both models are capable of
projecting high-quality images up to approximately 300 inches in size.
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Featuring Canon’s proprietary LCOS (Liquid Crystal on Silicon) technology, the projectors make
possible projections that are free of the “lattice effect,” a phenomenon in which a faint grid pattern
appears over the projected image.
Incorporating a Canon proprietary image processor, the new WUX400ST and WX450ST include a 4Point Keystone Correction function that ensures high-quality images from almost any projection angle
by letting users individually adjust each of the four corners of projected images. The projectors
feature lightweight, compact designs, each measuring approximately 33.7 cm (w) x 41.5 cm (d) x 13.4
cm (h) and weighing around 6.3 kg. Thanks to Canon’s new AISYS 5.0 optical system, which
delivers improved panel reflectivity and brightness performance, the projectors achieve reduced
power consumption with the WUX400ST and WX450ST consuming approximately 0.091 watts and
0.079 watts, respectively, per lumen of brightness.
Short Focus Zoom Lens RS-IL05WZ
Short Focus Zoom Lens, RS-IL05WZ is the latest addition to the line-up of projection lens for
Canon’s range of interchangeable lens projectors. With its high-angle of view and short focus lens, the
RS-IL05WZ facilitates a throw distance of approximately 2.2 to 3.3m for a 100-inch image, a shorter
distance than previous zoom lenses. It utilizes 2 aspheric lenses in replacement of large-diameter
lenses, and an anomalous dispersion glass lens to achieve high resolution and low distortion over the
entire 1.5x time zoom range, all of which housed in a compact and lightweight body. The RSIL05WZ is currently compatible with XEED WX6000, WUX5000 and WUX4000 and is expected to
be used for simulation or in tertiary education classrooms.
About Canon Singapore Pte Ltd
Canon is a global leader in photographic and digital imaging solutions. Canon Singapore Pte Ltd is
the headquarters for South & Southeast Asia driving sales, marketing and service strategies. Besides
handling the domestic market, the company leads 18 other countries including subsidiaries in India,
Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam. The parent company Canon Inc has a global network of close to 300
companies and employs close to 200,000 people worldwide. It is dedicated to the advancement in
technology and innovation and commits about 10% of its total revenue each year to R&D. Canon is
consistently one of the top few companies to earn the most number of patents over the last 20 years.
As a Fortune Global 500 company, Canon is guided by its kyosei philosophy that focuses on living
and working together for the common good.
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i-Qlick Marketing Co., Ltd is Canon’s authorized agent in Cambodia for various Canon consumer
products, namely Canon Digital Still Camera, Canon Digital Single Lens Reflex Camera, Canon Camera
Accessories, Canon Digital Video Camcorders & Equipment, Canon Laser B/W Printers, Color Printers,
Canon Inkjet (Bubble jet) Printers, Canon Scanners, Canon Projectors and Canon Original Inks

& Media. All products, except consumables, purchased from i-Qlick come with a 12 month warranty. iQlick is the Canon Authorized Service Centre for these Canon products. i-Qlick Showroom is located on
No. 146, Preah Sihanouk Boulevard, Phnom Penh, staff by a team of dedicated i-Qlick sales executives.
For more information, visit i-Qlick website at www.i-qlick.com or contact
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